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ABSTRACT 

A real time method and dynamic logic-based system for 
enhancing the operation of a pipeline network is disclosed. 
The system and method perform monitoring of the operation 
of a pipeline network, generate alarms in response to differing 
levels of destabilized pipeline operations, manage the gen 
eration of alarms based upon known operating events and 
operating conditions, diagnose potential Source of the 
detected destabilized events and manage the operation of the 
pipeline. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REAL TIME 
ENHANCING OF THE OPERATION OFA 

FLUID TRANSPORT PIPELINE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 12/492,564, filed on Jun. 26, 2009, which 
relates and claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Appli 
cation No. 61/129,466, filed on Jun. 27, 2008, entitled “A 
Method and Apparatus for Enhancing the Operation of a 
Fluid Transport Pipeline.” 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a method and sys 
tem for enhancing the operation of a pipeline. In particular, 
the present invention is directed to a real time method and a 
dynamic, logic-based system for monitoring the operation of 
a pipeline network, generating alarms in response to differing 
levels of destabilized pipeline operations and managing the 
operation of the pipeline in response to the same. In particu 
lar, the present invention relates to a method and a dynamic 
behavior based system for the monitoring of a pipeline, and 
the detection and reporting of destabilized operating events 
including but not limited to possible pipeline rupture events 
based upon sensed hydraulic reactions within the pipeline 
network. The present invention also relates to a method and 
system for monitoring the generation of alarms in response to 
sensed destabilizing events. The present invention also relates 
to a system for maintaining the stable operation of the pipe 
line, monitoring potential destabilizing events and pinpoint 
ing the location of the same in order to enact Sufficient reme 
dial measures to avoid or prevent a catastrophic destabilized 
event (e.g., leak, rupture or equipment failure). The present 
invention also relates to a method and system for diagnosing 
destabilizing events. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Pipelines are used to efficiently transport fluid com 
modities from one location to another and, generally, span 
long distances. Pipelines are typically monitored and con 
trolled to ensure the integrity of the pipeline. This is normally 
accomplished from a central control center where equipment 
settings and measured parameters are monitored and con 
trolled. Leaks can be detected by measuring various param 
eters, particularly flow rate and pressure. This monitoring 
depends on calculating the mass of the contents of the pipe 
(fluid), and observing over a period of time whether the con 
tents of the pipe changes in a manner indicative of fluid 
leaving the pipe at an unmeasured location, perhaps through 
a rupture in the pipeline. The effect of a leak on the measured 
parameters and thus on the calculated mass of fluid within the 
pipe is mathematically relatable to the mass of fluid which is 
leaving the pipe through the rupture. Using existing methods, 
large ruptures can be detected in relatively short periods of 
time. Small ruptures, however, if at all detectable, require 
longer periods of time to accumulate the necessary Volumet 
ric discrepancies to indicate excessive system measurement 
imbalance, which may result in a greater amount of fluid 
leaking from the system into the Surrounding environment. 
These systems depend on a balancing algorithm to determine 
if fluid is leaving the pipeline at an un-metered location to 
determine if there is a rupture. As may be appreciated, these 
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prior art systems require that a sufficient volume of fluid has 
left the pipeline through the rupture before detection of the 
rupture can occur. This can resultina significant environmen 
tal impact in the area surrounding the rupture as inferential 
measurement systems are commonplace and relatively lethar 
gic with respect to hydraulic wavespeeds and the ensuing 
segmental decompressions that follow rupture events in 
closed pressurized hydraulic networks. 
0004 Calculating the mass of the contents in the pipe is 
Subject to many inaccuracies (e.g., errors in measurement of 
the mass of the fluid entering and leaving the pipe, inaccurate 
knowledge of the changes in the physical space within the 
pipe due to temperature fluctuations in the pipeline walls and 
the minimal knowledge of the actual temperatures and pres 
Sures within the pipeline, transducer calibration and/or con 
figuration correctness). 
0005. The approximate location of a piping rupture can be 
determined using existing methods for large ruptures by 
examining the effects of the rupture on the flow rate and 
pressure at locations where measurements are available. 
Locating the rupture under existing methods is Subject to 
several possible inaccuracies related to measurement system 
and ancillary instrumentation system parameterization, con 
figuration, and calibration. As the Volume of fluid exiting 
through the rupture drops to a small fraction of the flow rate of 
the pipeline, the effect of the missing fluid will drop below the 
accuracy with which the parameters used to calculate the 
location are measured. Additionally, common inferential 
mass metering systems often operate within nonlinear 
regions of equipment operation thus degrading leak detecting 
capabilities. 
0006. There is a need for a system and method to rapidly 
detect and accurately predict the location of a destabilizing 
event in a pipeline network. Others have attempted to develop 
systems that are more effective in identifying ruptures than 
those described above, but these systems only identify leaks 
and ruptures and not destabilizing events. These destabilizing 
events may not be a leak or rupture, but impact the operation 
of the pipeline. These systems, however, compare sensed 
conditions with pre-identified stored leak profiles. These sys 
tems do not identify unstable operations that are not leaks or 
ruptures, the locations of these unstable operations or the 
Source(s) of concern. These systems are not dynamic, as such, 
these systems do not adequately respond to abnormal changes 
in the operation of a pipeline network that are not indicative of 
the presence of a leak or a rupture. 
0007 U.S. Pat. No. 5,361,622 to Wall discloses a device 
and method for the detection of leaks in a pipeline. Wall 
utilizes a transducer for measuring instantaneous pipeline 
pressure. Wall utilizes a computer to compare rates of change 
of the measured pressure at Successive preselected and fixed 
timed intervals at isolated nodes. The computer compares the 
measured rate of change with a preselected total change in a 
specified characteristic at that node. When the measured rate 
of change exceeds the preselected maximum total change, an 
alarm is triggered indicating the possibility of a leak or rup 
ture. These maximums, however, do not vary or adjust for 
variations in the pipeline operation. Wall does not aid in the 
determining the location of the leak or rupture because its 
analysis is site specific. Wall provides for local or isolated 
analysis at select points within the pipeline. Wall does not 
corroborate these changes with any changes occurring at 
other nodes. This lack of corroboration leads to a greater 
potential for false alarms. 
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0008 U.S. Pat. No. 5,388,445 to Walters et al discloses a 
method and an apparatus for detecting a wavefront caused by 
the onset of leaks or other transient events in a pipeline. 
Walters seeks to detect a significant wavefront traveling in the 
high noise environment characteristic of pipelines, and to 
accurately measure its amplitude and time of arrival. Walters 
discloses detecting a wavefront indicative of a transient event 
occurring in a pipeline by measuring a characteristic related 
to pressure of a fluid in the pipeline with a measuring device 
positioned at a given point on the pipeline, and outputting 
analog signals proportional to the pressure. The detection of 
the wave front arrival time may be used directly to sound an 
alarm. The amplitude may be used to find the location and/or 
size of the leak. Walters, however, does not provide means for 
discounting (i) external influences on the pipeline, which may 
produce wave fronts but are not leaks or (ii) internal influ 
ences such as changes in the viscosity or strip operations 
within the pipeline, which again may produce wavefronts but 
are not leaks. The model employed in Walters is a fixed 
model. It does not adjust or learn based upon varying pipeline 
operations and external influences; rather, it relies upon a 
fixed reference event to determine leaks. Accordingly, the 
system disclosed by Walters may be prone to false leak indi 
cations. Furthermore, Walters looks at measurements 
Obtained during affixed time window and does not account 
for events that may start during one window and end during 
another window. Accordingly, the system may fail to detect a 
leak nor does it attempt to identify or diagnose destabilizing 
events that are not leaks but that may adversely affect the 
pipeline network's efficiency of operation or safety. 
0009 U.S. Pat. No. 5,428,989 to Jerde et al discloses a 
method and an apparatus for detecting and characterizing a 
leak using a pressure transient. Jerde provides a plurality of 
pressure monitoring stations spaced along a pipeline at 
known distances from each other. The stations generate an 
arrival time signal when a pressure wavefront is detected. The 
System can determine whether the arrival time signals from 
the plurality of monitoring stations correspond to the same 
event. 

(0010 U.S. Pat. No. 6,389,881 and U.S. Pat. No. 6,668,619 
both to Yang et al disclose an acoustic based method and 
apparatus for detecting and locating leaks in a pipeline. Yang 
utilizes a system for detecting leaks using the acoustic signal 
generated from a leak event in a pipeline. The system requires 
the use of non-industry standard specialized components 
mounted to the pipeline at selected locations. A pattern match 
filter is used to reduce false alarm rate and improve leak 
location accuracy by comparing acoustic waves generated by 
a leak with stored previously recorded signature leak profiles. 
Yang utilizes a time stamp of the acoustic signal to pinpoint 
the location of the leak. The system listens for acoustic waves 
to determine whether or not a leak is present. Normal oper 
ating events (such as pump startups, etc.) and isolated events 
(Such as a piece of equipment hitting the pipeline) may gen 
erate an acoustic signal that travels through the pipeline but 
not a pressure wave characteristic of a teak. As such, the Yang 
System is more prone to issuing false alarms. 
0011 U.S. Pat. No. 6,970,808 to Abhulimenetal discloses 
a method for detecting and locating leaks in a pipeline net 
work in real-time utilizing a flow model that characterizes 
flow behavior for at least one of steady and unsteady states, 
which corresponding to an absence and a presence of model 
leaks in the pipeline network. A deterministic model is pro 
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Vided to evaluate at least one of a leak status and a no leak 
status relating to the pipeline network using deterministic 
criteria. 
0012. These prior art systems are not proactive systems; 
rather, these systems are reactive in nature retying upon com 
parisons to historical data or predetermined modeled results 
in order to determine whether or not a leak is present. These 
prior art systems essentially reset to the original threshold 
after each detection of apotential leak. The thresholds of prior 
art do not rescale themselves in real time to take into account 
normal changes in pipeline operation. The thresholds are 
generally high, which overlook changes due to small leaks. 
These prior art systems do not rely upon present pipeline 
activity in order to determine the presence of a leak or rupture. 
which may require further action nor do they perform cor 
roborating steps to confirm a destabilized event, nor do they 
diagnose the source of the destabilizing event (e.g., process 
error, equipment malfunction). These systems do not continu 
ously adjust detection thresholds to account for the various 
normal operating modes of pipeline networks. While it is 
desirable to maintaina stable pressure and stable flow through 
the pipeline network, changes in pressure and flow are com 
mon due to changes in viscosity of the various fluids flowing 
through the network, equipment malfunction, etc. These prior 
art systems are not capable of accounting for these variations 
in pipeline activity. As such, these prior art systems may 
generate a significant number of alarms indicating a potential 
leak. Each of these alarms requires some form of action by a 
pipeline operator. There is a need for a dynamic logic-based 
System that accurately responds to the varying operating con 
ditions present in a pipeline network while accurately identi 
fying destabilizing events including leaks and ruptures while 
minimizing false alarm events. Furthermore, there is a need 
for a system that effectively manages the generation of 
alarms. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

(0013. It is an aspect of the present invention to provide a 
method and dynamic system of monitoring a pipeline net 
work to identify possible destabilizing events in the pipeline 
network. The present invention is intended for use in various 
pipeline networks and is not intended to be limited to those 
networks used for transporting oil, liquefied natural gas, gas 
or products derived from the same. The method and associ 
ated system are contemplated for use in pipeline networks 
including but not limited to networks interconnecting one or 
more of the following: refineries, petrochemical production 
facilities, pumping stations, storage facilities, distribution ter 
minals, drilling stations, off-shore terminals and offshore 
drilling platforms. It is contemplated the present invention 
has application in any environment where a liquid or other 
fluid is transported via pipeline (e.g., water distribution sys 
tem, food processing facilities, etc). 
I0014) The method according to an aspect of the present 
invention may include sensing one or more pressure waves 
within the pipeline network at predetermined locations within 
the pipeline network, and determining the presence of a pos 
sible destabilizing event in the pipeline network in response 
to the sensed pressure waves. The destabilizing events can 
vary from a leak or rupture of the pipeline to a component 
failure in the field (e.g., a pump or valve or other pipeline 
equipment related to the operation of the pipeline) to a pro 
cess error, which may attributed to an operator error (e.g., set 
point misplacement of a control valve or variable frequency 
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drive adjustment) or misoperation of the pipeline. The desta 
bilized events have varying degree of severity (with a poten 
tial leak or rupture having the highest level of severity). None 
theless, each destabilizing event requires some level of 
attention. If a low level destabilizing event continues without 
implementing remedial measures steps, the efficient opera 
tion of the pipeline may be impacted, resulting in a potential 
fail safe operation (e.g., insufficient fluid feed to a pipeline 
pump, pressure within the pipeline is too high, component 
failure, etc.) By implementing corrective measures to stabi 
lize the destabilizing event, potential ruptures and leaks can 
be prevented, stable operation is maintained, efficient pipe 
line operation is returned, damage to equipment is prevented 
and pipeline life may be extended (through reductions in 
strain, fatigue and wear on the pipeline). 
0015. In accordance with an aspect of the present inven 

tion, the sensing of pressure waves within the pipeline net 
work occurs at the highest sampling rate permitted or sample 
rate limit of the pressure transmitter sensor associated with 
the pipeline. The sampling is accomplished using existing 
pipeline equipment and does not require the placement of 
additional or customized equipment on the pipeline for pur 
poses of event detection. The sampling is repeated in order to 
determine the presence of a destabilizing event in the pipeline 
network. Determining the presence of a possible destabiliz 
ing event in the pipeline network in response to the sensing of 
the pressure waves may include detecting variations in the 
sensed pressure waves. This may include the use of the 
SCADA system to determine whether rapid pressure decay 
and the Subsequential segmental decompression characteris 
tic of leak events on a pressurized hydraulic network occurred 
within the pipeline system. The method preferably includes 
determining whether or not the detected variation exceeds an 
accepted Standard deviation. Unlike prior art systems, the use 
as applied within the present invention of the standard devia 
tion takes into account varying modes of pipeline operation 
(e.g., draw mode, where pipeline fluid is pushed from one end 
to the other but is also withdrawn at intermediate points, and 
tight line mode, where no pipeline fluid is withdrawn at inter 
mediate points, etc.). The prior art systems rely upon a fixed 
threshold. When the threshold is exceeded, an alarm is trig 
gered. According to an aspect of the present invention, the 
threshold utilized changes to account for changes in the oper 
ating conditions due to changes in operating mode, changes in 
operation due to normal noise, temperature, different types of 
fluids (e.g., gasoline or diesel fuels) and location of the pipe 
line (e.g., above ground, below ground, underwater). The 
threshold may be increased or decreased in response to 
known operating conditions or events. For example, the 
threshold may be increased in response to the startup or 
shutdown of a pump or other pipeline equipment. Increasing 
the threshold prevents the identification of an operationally 
acceptable destabilizing event that may be solely attributable 
to the component startup. When a pump shuts down, and 
steady state is reattained, the threshold may be decreased or 
retuned from transient noise to steady state normal noise 
thereby more tightly monitoring the system for operationally 
unacceptable destabilizing events. This would allow the 
detection of destabilizing events that may not have been iden 
tified if the threshold was maintained constant. Using the 
standard deviation, the reported high speed pressure decay 
can be analyzed to determine if it originated from known 
pipeline operational activities or is attributable to a potential 
leak or other destabilizing event. The presence of a high speed 
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pressure decay is indicative of a leak or rupture. In the event 
that the pipeline is submerged underwater, there may be an 
increase in pressure as opposed to a pressure decay due to the 
pressure exerted on the pipeline from the water entering the 
pipeline. A comparison of the time of reported pressure reac 
tions with the times of recent pipeline operational activities is 
made to determine if given the time differential and linear 
pipeline distance between the activity and the detection of the 
pressure response was caused by the normal pipeline activity 
by comparing time, speed, and distance calculations against 
known pipeline parameters and fluid wave propagating char 
acteristics. The sensed pressure pulse for a destabilizing event 
moves faster through the pipeline than the normal flow profile 
of the fluid within the network. 

0016. In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, the method of monitoring the pipeline network 
may further comprise determining the location of the possible 
destabilizing event in the pipeline network in response to the 
sensed pressure waves. The presence and location of the 
possible destabilizing event may be reported to one or more 
operators of the pipeline network. In the event the destabiliz 
ing event is of a high level, the operator takes appropriate 
remedial measures (e.g., pump shutdown, setpoint adjust 
ment, valve operation, System shutdown) to minimize the loss 
of fluid from the system and minimize the impact to the 
Surrounding environment. Determining the location of a pos 
sible destabilizing event in the pipeline network in response 
to the sensed pressure waves may include identifying which 
predetermined locations a destabilizing event (e.g., a rupture) 
indicating pressure reaction is sensed at a first sensing time, 
then identifying which predetermined locations the sensed 
pressure wave is sensed at a second sensing time, and deter 
mining the location of a possible destabilizing event based 
upon the location of the sensed pressure wave at the first 
sensing time and the second sensing time. The plurality of 
coincidentally timed pressure reactions are analyzed to deter 
mine a probable location of the incident which caused the 
pressure reaction. The sensed reactions chronology is com 
pared for reasonableness against known parameters of the 
subject pipeline system and the fluid or fluid set within the 
pipeline. 
0017. In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, the method of monitoring a pipeline network may 
further include determining the certainty of the possible 
destabilizing event and reporting the presence, location and 
certainty of the possible destabilizing event to one or more 
operators of the pipeline network. The certainty of the pos 
sible destabilizing event may include comparing the determi 
nation of a possible destabilizing event based upon sensed 
pressure waves with one or more current sensed pipeline 
network operating conditions. 
0018. It is another aspect of the present invention to pro 
vide a system for monitoring a pipeline network for detecting 
destabilizing events in the same. The pipeline network may 
include a first facility, a second facility, at least one pipeline 
segment connecting the first facility and the second facility 
such that the fluid can flow between the first facility and the 
second facility, and at least one pumping station (which may 
include a pump set) connected to the at least one pipeline 
segment. Various facilities are contemplated to be within the 
Scope of the present invention including but not limited to 
refineries, petrochemical production facilities, pumping sta 
tions, storage facilities, distribution terminals, drilling sta 
tions, and off-shore drilling platforms. For example, the pipe 
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line may extend from a refinery to a distribution terminal, an 
off-shore drilling platform or terminal to on-shore storage or 
processing facilities or refinery. The network is not limited to 
two facilities. Various combinations and numbers of facilities 
and pipeline segments are considered to be within the scope 
of the present invention. Each pumping station preferably 
includes at least one pump. The pumping stations may 
include a centrifugal type pump or pump set for withdrawing 
fluid at the desired pressure and rate from the upstream pipe 
line segment and pushing the fluid into the downstream pipe 
line segment at the desired pressure and rate. The monitoring 
system includes a plurality of pressure sensing devices for 
sensing the presence of one or more pressure waves within the 
pipeline network. Each pressure sensor device is preferably 
an existing pressure transmitter associated with the pipeline. 
The plurality of pressure sensing devices preferably includes 
a pair of pressure sensing devices for each pumping station. A 
first sensing device of the pair of pressure sensing devices is 
located on one side of the pump or pump set and a second 
sensing device of the pair of pressure sensing devices is 
located on an opposite side of the pump or pump set. Each 
pressure sensing device is capable of sensing one or more 
pressure waves within the pipeline network. The monitoring 
system further includes a plurality of remote monitoring 
devices operatively connected to the first facility, the second 
facility and at least one pumping station. The remote moni 
toring devices monitor the operation of the pipeline network 
and collect operating data of the pipeline network from the 
sensing devices and other monitoring devices. Each of the 
plurality of pressure sensing devices is operatively connected 
to at least one remote monitoring device. The monitoring 
system further includes a control unit operatively connected 
to the plurality of remote monitoring devices for controlling 
the operation of the pipeline network based upon signals 
received from the plurality of remote monitoring devices. The 
control unit detects the presence of possible destabilizing 
events in the pipeline network and determines the location of 
possible destabilizing events in the pipeline network based 
upon the sensed pressure waves. This application is per 
formed by a high speed time-synchronized array of pressure 
sensing field located instruments and processors. 
0019. The control unit includes a real time optimizer. The 
real time optimizer determines the presence of a destabilizing 
event in the pipeline network based upon the sensed pressure 
waves. Furthermore, the real time optimizer determines 
whether or not variations in the sensed pressure waves are 
present and whether or not each variation or variation set 
exceeds an accepted Standard deviation (with respect to 
empirically determined normal pipeline system behavior for 
the current mode) or other statistical comparator (e.g., posi 
tive or negative rate of change of decompression in the net 
work). The real time optimizer may further corroborate and 
determine the certainty of the possible destabilizing event by 
comparing the determination of a possible destabilizing event 
based upon sensed pressure waves with one or more sensed 
pipeline network operating conditions sensed by the plurality 
of remote monitoring devices. The real time optimizer deter 
mines the location of the destabilizing event in the pipeline 
network based upon the location of the pressure sensing 
devices that sensed a pressure wave of a particular reaction 
and the actual real-time pipeline system hydraulic character 
with respect to the empirically determined acceptable 
hydraulic profile. 
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0020. The control unit may identify remedial measures to 
address the destabilizing event including but not limited to the 
modification of operating parameters, the resetting of equip 
ment, notifying the human pipeline controller, and/or the 
maintenance review of equipment in response to the determi 
nation that a destabilization event exists. In the event that a 
rupture or leak is detected the control unit may identify or 
automatically execute remedial measures to minimize fluid 
loss from the system. The remedial measures may include but 
are not limited to the powering off of pumps to reduce flow to 
the leak, temporarily shutting down the pipeline, diverting the 
flow within the pipeline, and isolating the leak site. 
0021. It is another aspect of the present invention to pro 
vide a system that effectively provides for alarm management 
to reduce the number of the false alarms. During normal 
operation of the pipeline network, various steady-state and 
transient pressure profiles are generated that are not attribut 
able to a destabilizing event, but nonetheless create pressure 
activity that generates analarm signal. These can be attributed 
to normal pipeline operation and can be indicative of changes 
in operating mode and/or changes in operating events. For 
example, changing the operating mode from tight line mode 
to draw mode may create a pressure wave within the network 
giving rise to an alarm. Similarly, the normal operation of 
pumping units within the network (i.e., turning pumps on, off 
or adjusting a variable frequency drive) may create a pressure 
wave within the network giving rise to an alarm. These pres 
Sure waves reflect normal pipeline operation but may give rise 
to hundreds of false alarms on a daily basis. The dynamic 
nature of the system in accordance with the present invention 
provides effective alarm management to reduce the overall 
occurrence of the false alarms. This reduction in false alarms 
provides the pipeline operator with more time to address and 
respond to actual alarms as well as heighten the operators 
sensitivity to actual alarms. 
0022. In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, a method and system for managing the generation 
of alarms for possible destabilizing events in a pipeline net 
work is provided. The system preferably performs the method 
described herein. The method includes sensing one or more 
pressure waves within the pipeline network at predetermined 
locations within the pipeline network, automatically adjust 
ing a predetermined stable operating threshold for the pipe 
line network at the predetermined locations based upon at 
least one of the operating mode of the pipeline network, 
current operating conditions in the pipeline network and cur 
rent operating events in the pipeline network, and determin 
ing the presence of a possible destabilizing event in the pipe 
line network by determining whether or not the sensed 
pressure waves exceed the adjusted predetermined stable 
operating threshold. In response to the determination, the 
method further includes generating an alarm indicating the 
possible presence of a destabilizing event when the sensed 
pressure waves exceed the adjusted predetermined stable 
operating threshold. The determination of the presence of a 
possible destabilizing event in the pipeline network in 
response to the sensed pressure waves may further include 
detecting variations in the sensed pressure waves, and deter 
mining whether or not the detected variation exceeds an 
accepted Standard deviation. The accepted Standard deviation 
may be an empirically determined standard deviation. The 
method may further include determining whether or not a 
Subsequential decompression characteristic is present follow 
ing the detection of a variation in sensed pressure waves. 
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When the characteristic is present, an alarm is generated 
indicating the presence of a leak. 
0023. It is another aspect of the present invention to pro 
vide a monitoring system for detecting destabilizing events in 
a pipeline network and diagnosing the destabilizing events to 
identify (i) the location of the same and (ii) identify potential 
causes and remedial and/or corrective measures for the same. 
The system is especially useful in diagnosing both high level 
and lower level destabilizing events such that corrective mea 
Sures can be implemented to minimize any long term detri 
mental impact on the pipeline network and to promptly return 
the network to stable operation. 
0024. In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, the a pipeline monitoring system is provided that 
diagnoses the potential source of destabilizing events. The 
system includes a control unit that diagnoses a potential cause 
of the sensed destabilizing event by comparing the character 
of the sensed destabilizing event using an expert based diag 
nostic subroutine with at least one of prior destabilizing 
events, the current operating mode of the pipeline network, 
the current operating conditions in the pipeline network and 
the current operating events in the pipeline network. The 
control unit may identify remedial measures to isolate or 
correct the possible destabilizing event in response to the 
determination that a possible destabilizing event exists. The 
control unit may then report the remedial measures to an 
operator of the pipeline network. It is also contemplated that 
the control unit may automatically execute the remedial mea 
SUCS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025. The foregoing and other advantages of the present 
technique may become apparent upon reading the following 
detailed description and upon reference to the drawings 
wherein like reference numerals describe like elements and 
wherein: 
0026 FIG. 1 is an exemplary pipeline network in accor 
dance with certain aspects of the present techniques; 
0027 FIG. 2 is an exemplary embodiment of the control 
center of FIG. 1 in accordance with aspects of the present 
techniques; 
0028 FIG. 3 is an exemplary embodiment of a pressure 
wave caused by a rupture in the pipeline network of FIG. 1. 
0029 FIG. 4 is an exemplary embodiment of a display 
shown to a pipeline operator in the control center of FIG. 1 in 
accordance with aspects of the present techniques; 
0030 FIG. 5 is an exemplary embodiment of one the logic 
flow in one of the aspects of the present techniques. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0031. In the following detailed description and example, 
the invention will be described in connection with its pre 
ferred embodiments. However, to the extent that the follow 
ing description is specific to a particular embodiment or a 
particular use of the invention, this is intended to be illustra 
tive only. Accordingly, the invention is not limited to the 
specific embodiments described below, but rather, the inven 
tion includes all alternatives, modifications, and equivalents 
falling within the true scope of the appended claims. 
0032. The present invention is directed to a system and 
method for detecting the occurrence of destabilizing events in 
one or more pipeline networks. The terminology “destabiliz 
ing event(s) is intended to encompass any event or activity 
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including but not limited to leaks, ruptures, equipment fail 
ures, equipment malfunction, process errors, etc that may 
have an adverse impact on the stable operation of the pipeline 
network. In particular, a real-time optimizer (RTO) is utilized 
with a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 
unit to detect destabilizing events in the pipeline by detecting 
pressure reactions within the pipeline, comparing these reac 
tions with empirically determined acceptability for the cur 
rent pipeline mode, eliminating those reactions caused by 
known pipeline events, using a method of Sonar distancing to 
determine where the pressure reactions originated, and evalu 
ating other real-time operational data to corroborate the 
occurrence of a rupture. The RTO is an expert algorithm 
based control system designed to optimize the safety and 
minimize the environmental impact of the pipeline due to 
destabilizing events while effectively managing the genera 
tion of alarm events. To enhance the detection of destabilizing 
events in pipelines, the RTO analyzes concurrent or real-time 
operational data from the SCADA unit. From the analysis, if 
a possible destabilizing event is detected, an alarm is gener 
ated via the SCADA unit to alert the operator of the pipeline 
network. The information used to assess the possibility of a 
rupture may be provided to the operator either graphically, 
audibly or textually or any combination thereof. It is contem 
plated that the system can recommend or automatically 
execute corrective measures to minimize the impact of desta 
bilizing events on the pipeline system and return the pipeline 
network to stable operation. 
0033 Turning now to the drawings, and referring initially 
to FIG. 1, a pipeline network 100 in accordance with some 
aspects of the present techniques is illustrated. In the pipeline 
network 100, a fluid, such as one or more fluid commodities 
(e.g., oil, gas and products produced therefrom), is trans 
ported from a first facility 102 through various pipeline seg 
ments 104 and pump stations 106a-106n to at least a second 
facility 108. The first facility 102 and second facility may be 
any facility associated with the production, processing and 
transporting of oil, gas and/or products derived therefrom 
including but not limited to an oilfield production tree, Sur 
face facility, distribution facilities, oil sands plant or the like, 
an off-shore drilling platform, an off-shore distribution or 
transportation terminal, refineries, petrochemical facilities, 
etc. The pipeline segments 104 may include tubular members 
to transport of fluid commodities therethrough. It should be 
noted that n may be any integer number and that this embodi 
ment is merely for exemplary purposes. For instance, other 
embodiments may include single or multiple product strip or 
injection points, branches in the pipeline, as well as any 
number of intermediate pump stations. The present invention 
is intended for use in various types of pipeline networks 
having one or more branches. 
0034. The pump stations 106a-106n includes one or more 
pumps 110a-110m, one or more sensors 112a-112n, and/or 
one or more meters 108a-108m. The pumps 110a–110n may 
include one or more synchronous electrical motor pumps, 
variable frequency drive (VFD) pumps and/or the like. The 
pressure sensors 112a-112m are preferably located both 
upstream of the first pump 110a-110m and downstream of the 
last pump 110a-110m in each pump station 106a-106n, as 
shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 3. The meters 108a-108m are 
typically located only where the fluid commodities enter or 
leave the pipeline network 100, as shown in FIG. 1. 
0035) To manage and monitor the operation of the pipeline 
network 100, various processor based devices, such as remote 
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monitoring devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n, are utilized to 
collect and communicate data about operational settings, 
which include equipment settings (e.g., equipment status, 
etc.) and measured parameters (e.g., pressure, temperature, 
flow rate, etc.) of the pipeline network 100. The remote 
devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n may be programmable logic 
controllers (PLCs), loop controllers, flow computers, remote 
terminal units (RTUs), human machine interfaces (HMIs), 
servers, databases and/or a combination of these types of 
processor based systems. These remote devices 120, 121 and 
122a-122n may also include monitors, keyboards, pointing 
devices and other user interfaces for interacting with an 
operator. 
0036. Each of the remote devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n 
may be located in one or more of the first facility 102, pump 
stations 106a-106n, and second facility 108 to collect data 
from the sensors 112 the operational data, such as operational 
settings or telemetry data, from the equipment and/or meters 
108a-108n associated with the pipeline network 100. The 
control signals from the equipment (e.g., pumps 110a-110m 
and/or meters 108a-108m) and sensors 112a-112n may be 
limited by the distance that the control signals may be trans 
mitted by a Switch or transducer that is part of the equipment 
or meter 108a-108n. As such, each of the remote devices 120, 
121 and 122a-122n may operate as a central collection loca 
tion for the data from one specific pump station 106a-106n or 
other pipeline facility. As an example, the operational settings 
may include data about the draw rate, pump status, drag 
reducer additive (DRA) injector status, valve status, DRA 
injection rate, variable frequency drive settings, flow rate in 
the pipeline segments 104, height of fluid within tanks in the 
facilities 102 and 108, fluid temperature; pressure in the pipe 
line segments 104, density of the fluid commodity, and/or 
batch interface. The remote devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n 
receive, process and store the various control signals in local 
memory. In this manner, the operational settings for each 
location may be efficiently managed thr further distribution to 
the control center 126. 

0037. The remote devices 120, 121 and 122a-122m inter 
act with other devices that may be located at one or more 
control centers 126 via the network 124 to further process the 
operational data. The control centers 126 may include one or 
more facilities, which house various processor based devices 
having applications utilized to manage the equipment and 
monitor sensors 112a-112n or meters 108a-108n distributed 
along the pipeline network 100. A control center 126 is shown 
in greater detail below in FIG. 2. Because each of the remote 
devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n and the control centers 126 
may be located in different geographic locations, such as 
different structures, cities, or countries, a network 124 pro 
vides communication paths between the remote devices 120, 
121 and 122a-122n and the control centers 126. The network 
124 may comprise different network devices (not shown), 
Such as routers, Switches, bridges, for example, may include 
one or more local area networks, wide area networks, server 
area networks, or metropolitan area networks, or combination 
of these different types of networks. The connectivity and use 
of the network 124 by the remote devices 120, 121 and 122a 
122n and the devices within the control centers 126 is under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0038 A control center 126 in accordance with aspects of 
the present invention is illustrated in FIG. 2. The control 
center 126 is utilized to monitor and control the equipment 
and sensors 112a-112m in the pipeline network 100. As a 
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specific example of the operation performed by the control 
center 126, pseudo code is listed below in Appendix A. The 
control center 126 includes a Supervisory control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) unit 202 coupled to various control 
devices 214a-214m via a network 212. The SCADA unit 202 
provides a pipeline operator with access to operate the equip 
ment in the pipeline network 100. While a single SCADA unit 
202 is illustrated, it should be appreciated that the control 
center 126 may include one or more local or regional SCADA 
units and one or more master SCADA units to manage the 
local SCADA units in other control center architectures. 

0039. The SCADA unit 202 contains one or more modules 
or components that perform specific functions for managing 
the transport of the fluid commodities. For instance, the 
SCADA unit 202 may include a SCADA application 204 that 
includes one or more software programs, routines, sets of 
instructions and/or code to manage the operation of the pipe 
line network 100. The SCADA application 204 may include 
OASyS DNA by TELVENT: Ranger by ABB, Inc.: Intellu 
tion by GE, Inc.; and/or UCOS by Control Systems Interna 
tional (CSI), Inc. The SCADA unit 202 includes a data com 
munication module 206 and a database 208. The data 
communication module 206 includes a set of instructions that 
manage communications with other devices (e.g., request the 
operational settings from the remote devices 120, 121 and 
122a-122n at specific intervals or provide equipment settings 
to the devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n). The database 208 
may be of any conventional type of computer readable storage 
device used for storing data, which may include hard disk 
drives, floppy disks, CD-ROMs and other optical media, 
magnetic tape, and the like, which stores the operational 
settings. The SCADA application 204 analyzes the opera 
tional settings, which may include converting the operational 
settings into a specific format for presentation to operators 
and/or identifying alarm conditions. The results of this analy 
sis, along with the operational settings, are then stored in the 
database 208, as operational settings and operational reports. 
Then, the operational settings and operational reports may be 
synchronized to other databases of additional SCADA units 
in other locations. 

0040. In addition, the operational settings and operational 
reports may be presented to processor based devices, such as 
control devices 214a-214n, via the network 212 to provide an 
operator with data about the real-time operation of the pipe 
line network 100. The control devices 214a-214n may be 
computers, servers, databases and/or a combination of these 
types of processor based systems, which may also include 
display units (e.g. monitors or other visual displays), key 
boards, pointing devices and other user interfaces for inter 
acting with the operator. The network 212, which may include 
similar components to the network 124, may be utilized to 
provide communication paths between the control devices 
214a-214n and the data communication module 206 in the 
SCADA unit 202. Typically, the network 212, which may 
include different networking devices (not shown), may 
include one or more local area networks or server area net 
works, but may also include wide area networks, metropoli 
tan area networks, or combination of these different types of 
networks for certain operations. The connectivity and use of 
the network 212 by the control devices 214a-214n and the 
SCADA unit 202 is understood by those skilled in the art. 
0041. To operate the pipeline network 100, the operator 
enters operational instructions into one of the control devices 
214a-214n. These operational instructions, which may 
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include equipment settings or flow rates or operating modes 
(i.e., tight line mode or draw mode), for example, are com 
municated to the SCADA application 204 through the data 
communication module 206 in the SCADA unit 202. The 
SCADA unit 202 stores the operational instructions in the 
database 208 and may synchronize the operational instruc 
tions with other SCADA units. The SCADA application 204 
analyzes the operational instructions and converts the opera 
tional instructions into equipment settings, which may be in 
the same or a different format that is accepted by the remote 
devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n. The SCADA application 
204 converts the operational instructions from units of mea 
surement for the operator into units of measurement for the 
remote devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n. The equipment set 
tings are then transmitted to the remote devices 120, 121 and 
122a-122m by the data communication module 206. Once 
received, the remote devices 120, 121 and 122a-122n 
acknowledge the equipment settings and transmit the equip 
ment settings by providing the appropriate control signal to 
the equipment. The equipment settings (e.g. opening or clos 
ing flow control devices, starting or stopping pumps, and/or 
starting or stopping DRA injectors to adjust the rate DRA is 
being injected into the pipeline segments 104) are then 
executed by the respective equipment. 
0042. For the pipeline network 100 to operate efficiently, 
and carry a large volume of fluid from one facility 102 to 
another facility 108 the pumps 110a-110n are used to raise the 
pressure in the pipeline to pressure levels much greater than 
that of the atmosphere surrounding the pipeline segments 104 
and pump stations 106a-106 n. This pressure differential 
places stresses on the various elements of the pipeline net 
work 100 used to contain the fluid being transported. As a 
consequence of these pressures, it is possible that the ele 
ments containing the pressure differential, and in particular 
compromised areas (corrosion) or lower rated pipeline ele 
ments, may rupture, as shown in FIG. 3, below. It is also 
possible that the pipeline equipment contained in the pump 
ing stations and elsewhere may fail or operate improperly, 
which can create unstable operating conditions that may lead 
to a possible rupture. Furthermore, unstable operation could 
result from improper operational instructions entered into by 
one of the control devices 214 by the pipeline operator or the 
failure of the operator to adjust the necessary operational 
instructions in response to a change in operating mode or a 
change in the fluid within the pipeline. 
0043. When an element of the pipeline network 100 rup 
tures 300, the pressure at the rupture location rapidly changes, 
as the first molecules of fluid are pushed from the pipeline by 
the pressure differential. This pressure change causes pres 
Sure in the fluid adjacent to the rupture to change in response 
to the initial pressure change. This effect is carried through 
the pipeline network 100 as a pressure, shock or sound wave 
301. The pressure wave 301 travels through the fluid at a 
speed relative to the sonic characteristics of the fluid or chain 
of batched fluids (gaseous or liquid) along the pipeline's 
length, so that the time the pressure wave 301 travels is 
mathematically relatable to the distance it has traveled. The 
operation of a pump 110 or other pipeline component may 
create a pressure or sound wave, which travels through the 
pipeline in a similar manner. The unstable operation of the 
pipeline may also create a pressure or sound wave within the 
pipeline. Such a wave may not be as high as those associated 
with a rupture. 
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0044) Many of the prior art systems, some described 
above, designed to detect ruptures in the pipeline network 
typically do not use detection of a pressure wave in their 
analysis. These systems depend on a balancing algorithm to 
determine if fluid is leaving the pipeline at an un-metered 
location to determine if there is a rupture. As may be appre 
ciated, these prior art systems require that a Sufficient Volume 
of fluid has left the pipe through the rupture before detection 
of the rupture can occur. This can result in a significant envi 
ronmental impact in the area Surrounding the rupture as infer 
ential measurement systems are commonplace and relatively 
lethargic with respect to hydraulic wavespeeds and the ensu 
ing segmental decompressions that follow rupture events in 
closed pressurized hydraulic networks. The systems that do 
sense acoustic waves described above only isolate ruptures 
and not other destabilizing events that impact the stable 
operation of the pipeline network. 
0045. To provide near real-time detection of a destabiliz 
ing event including a rupture 300, and thus allow more rapid 
and effective action, a real-time optimizer (RTO) 210 is uti 
lized for analyzing operational settings within a SCADA unit 
202. This enhances the operation of the pipeline network 100 
in real-time to respond more effectively to destabilizing 
eVentS. 

0046. The RTO 210 may be implemented as one or more 
Software programs, routines, Software packages, and/or com 
puter readable instructions that interact with the SCADA unit 
202, or specifically the SCADA application 204 and database 
208. The RTO 210 may also be written in any suitable com 
puter programming language. Through the RTO 210, addi 
tional functionality may be provided to the operator to pro 
vide reports and other notifications (whether visual or 
audible) of suspected pipeline destabilizing events including 
ruptures 300 through the detection and analysis of pressure 
waves 301. These notifications will allow the operator to 
respond to high level destabilizing events and lower level 
events that, if left ignored, could ultimately result in a high 
level destabilizing event including a rupture. 
0047. To obtain information regarding pressure waves for 
analysis, the RTO 210 requires the collection of additional 
information, which may be collected and processed by 
remote devices 120, 121, and 122a-122n. Unlike prior art 
systems with predetermined sampling at fixed intervals, the 
sampling for pressure waves occurs at the highest rate per 
mitted by the pressure transmitter sensors 112. This signifi 
cantly reduces the likelihood of a pressure wave going unde 
tected. The electrical representation of the pressure reported 
by the pressure sensors 112a-112m to the remote devices 120, 
121, and 122a-122n is typically measured and processed by 
the remote devices 120, 121, and 122a-122n at a high rate of 
speed (for example, every 50 milliseconds). This differs from 
existing pipelines, where previous values are typically dis 
carded and values are transmitted to the control center 126 
much less frequently, for example every ten seconds. As a 
result, the implementation of the system according to the 
present invention may require modification of the remote 
devices 120, 121, and 122a-122n to perform statistical cal 
culations on the pressure values. Specifically, a standard 
deviation may be calculated for the pressure values collected 
during a short period of time (for example, 15 seconds). In 
accordance with the present invention, the calculated Stan 
dard deviation is of a rolling nature. For example, the standard 
deviation is calculated using pressure values collected 
between times t1 and ts. The next standard deviation is cal 
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culated using pressure values collected between times t2 and 
t6. The next standard deviation is calculated using pressure 
values collected between times t3 and t7. All subsequent 
deviations are calculated in this rolling manner. By contrast, 
the prior art systems review their obtained acoustic informa 
tion in fixed intervals (e.g. t1 to t5, to-t10, t11-t15). With such 
a review, destabilizing events that start in one period and end 
in another period can be overlooked. The rolling calculation 
of the standard deviation in accordance with the present 
invention avoids this occurrence. The present invention is not 
intended to limited to the use of an empirically computed 
standard deviation; rather, numerous empirically based deter 
minations (which are not based on force fit models) including 
but not limited to derivative function (1, 2" and 3" deriva 
tives), integral functions are well within the scope of the 
present invention. 
0048. An operational setting is established, such that the 
field devices 120, 121, and 122a-122n have available for their 
analysis a number representing a multiplier to be applied to 
the calculated standard deviation. Should the pressure sensors 
112a-112n then report a pressure which exceeds the standard 
deviation calculated with the multiplier applied, the remote 
device 120, 121, and 122a-122n will declare the detection of 
a pressure wave301. The normal hydraulic noise within pipe 
line systems produce aparticular standard deviation character 
for the pipelines typical modes of operation white a destabi 
lizing events such as loss of pipeline integrity (rupture) will 
produce a uniquely different standard deviation character 
than the family of normal mode standard deviation charac 
ters. Similarly, the startup or shutdown of a pump or an 
unstable operation of the pipeline will produce a uniquely 
different standard deviation character than the family of nor 
mal mode standard deviation characters. 

0049. In order to correlate pressure waves 301 between 
different pressure sensors 112a-112n, it is important to have 
an accurate measurement of time which is synchronized 
between all the remote devices 120, 121, and 122a-122n on 
the pipeline network 100. This is accomplished by providing 
a receiver and appropriate additional electronics within the 
remote device 120,121, and 122a-122n to allow highly accu 
rate time synchronizing updates to be collected from the 
transmissions of satellites used for Global Positioning Sys 
tems and provided to the logic unit of the remote device 120, 
121, and 122a-122n. 
0050. As noted above, pressure waves 301 may be caused 
in the pipeline network 100 through other means which are 
considered part of normal pipeline operations, including but 
not limited to the starting and stopping of pumps 110a-110m 
and the opening and closing of valves. It is important that the 
pressure waves 301 caused by these events to be taken into 
consideration by adjusting the alarm triggering thresholds in 
real time or removing it from those being considered fir 
rupture detection. This may be done at the remote device 120, 
121, and 122a-122n for those events that are initiated by the 
same remote device 120, 121, and 122a-122n that detected 
the pressure wave. Logic may be added to the remote device 
120, 121, and 122a-122m to disable pressure wave detection 
for a certain period of time following an adjustment to an 
equipment setting that would result in a pressure wave. Alter 
natively, the triggering thresholds for a destabilizing event 
can be adjusted (i.e., raised or lowered) in response to the 
normal operating events such that destabilizing events may 
still be detected while accounting for the normal operating 
conditions. Superior possible methods include characterizing 
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normal pipeline operating events under high speed trend 
analysis and build a comparative matrix of normal pipeline 
action characters and by reviewing these hydraulic signatures 
with empirically determined standard deviation thresholds 
providing an enhanced discrimination of destabilizing events 
from normal pipeline operating events and noise. This will 
provide an effective tool for managing the generation of 
alarms (i.e., false alarms) by the system, 
0051. As mentioned above, during normal operation of the 
pipeline network, various pressure waves are generated that 
are not attributable to a destabilizing event, but nonetheless 
create pressure activity that could generate an alarm signal. 
The control center 126 and remote devices 120, 121, 122 can 
factor in pressure waves attributed to normal pipeline opera 
tion. These waves can be discounted with the necessary 
adjustment to the alarm triggering thresholds to reduce the 
number of false alarms generated. Current monitoring sys 
tems generate thousands of alarms in a given day of pipeline 
operation. Many of these alarms are false, which result in 
operators either clearing or ignoring low level alarms. This 
not only reduces the amount of time an operator spends 
addressing each alarm, but also desensitizes the operator to 
respond to low level alarms. The discounting of pressure 
waves associated with known pipeline operations, their 
acceptable reactions, and the adjustment of the triggering 
thresholds thereto can be effectively reduced by at least 60% 
and more preferably by at least 80%. This represents a sig 
nificant reduction in the generation of hydraulical alarms, 
which provides the operator with more time to respond to 
actual alarms and also respond to low level alarms indicating 
unstable operation before the unstable operation leads to 
higher level alarms and potential damage to the pipeline. 
0052. In order to provide the information regarding the 
detection of pressure waves to the RTO 210, the remote 
devices 120, 121, and 122a-122n interact with Data Commu 
nication Module 206, the SCADA Application 204 and into 
the database 208. From there the RTO 210 retrieves the data 
as needed by its algorithms. 
0053) Once a pressure wave report has been received, the 
RTO 210 waits a predetermined period of time for the par 
ticular instance of the pipeline network 100 for other pressure 
wave reports to be made available. The pressure wave from a 
destabilizing event may cause more than one pressure wave 
report, and having two or more reports is necessary to deter 
mine the location of the destabilizing event(s). The time 
period to wait is determined by dividing the length of the 
pipeline by the speed of sound in the fluid contained in the 
pipeline. 
0054 Pressure waves caused by normal operation of pipe 
line equipment are to be ignored by the RTO 210. These 
pressure waves are considered “Usual Suspects', whether by 
reviewing the Usual Suspects hydraulic character for nor 
malcy or by momentarily masking normal pipeline equip 
ment actions from RTO2. To do this, the RTO 210 maintains 
a table listing the various normal, operational pipeline activi 
ties that cause a pressure waves 301 and stores within that 
table the time it would take a pressure wave 301 caused by 
that activity to reach each of the pressure sensors 112a-112m 
on the pipeline network 100. The RTO 210 must compare 
each of the pressure waves 301 reported by the pressure 
sensors 112a-112m with recent activity on the pipeline, 
removing them from consideration for destabilization event 
detection if the time of receipt indicates that they originated 
during a pipeline activity. Specific examples of the operation 
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of the RTO 210 to identify and update Usual Suspects are 
illustrated as pseudo code under "Update Usual Suspects' 
and “Is a Usual Suspect' in Appendix A. The prior art systems 
compare the sensed wave to stored leak profiles. These sys 
tems, however, have limited capabilities because each leak 
may have a unique profile. As such each leak may not be 
identified. Unlike the prior art systems, the present invention 
compares pressure waves to normal operating conditions or 
normal operating events not predetermined leak profiles. As 
Such, the present invention can more accurately detect an 
abnormal operating condition with greater accuracy. 
0055 Having assembled a list of pressure waves 301 that 
occurred during the period it would take Sucha wave to transit 
the pipeline, the RTO 210 must attempt to identify a brack 
eting pair of wave detections. That is, two wave detections 
from different pump stations 106a-106n, one on either side of 
the rupture 300. The rupture will be located between these 
two stations. This may be done by arranging the detections in 
chronological order, and then selecting the first two from 
unique stations 106a-106n while accounting for any Sonic 
wavespeed character differences of fluids either side of the 
event on batched networks. The determination of whether this 
pair of detections is bracketing may then be determined using 
the following equation: 

If (t-ti)st 21 

0056 
0057 

0.058 

Then the pair is a bracketing pair 
Where 
t-time of the second detection 

(0059) t=time of the first detection; and 
0060 t-time for a wave to travel from the station of 
the second detection to the station of the first detection. 

That is, if the time differential is not great enough for the wave 
301 to travel from one station 106a-106n to the other, then the 
origination of the wave 300 must be between the stations. 
Should the chosen pair not prove to be a bracketing pair, then 
each additional pair must be examined in turn to attempt to 
identify a bracketing pair. 
0061 The identification of a bracketing pair of wave 
detections provides a method to determine the location of the 
origin of the wave 300 (or suspected rupture). The following 
formula may be employed to make this determination: 

where 
0062) d=distance from pump station 106a-106n where 
second detection occurred towards pump station 106a 
106n where first detection occurred. 

0063 t-time of second detection 
0064 t-time of first detection 
0065 d-distance from pump station where second 
detection occurred and pump station where first detec 
tion occurred. 

0.066 ws-wave speed (speed of sound in fluid) 
0067. The detection of a pressure wave 301 not due to 
operational activity by two stations which are not bracketing 
cannot be used to determine the origin of the pressure wave 
301, however, it still provides more location information than 
a single pressure wave detection. In this case, the RTO 210 
can determine which side of a station 106a-106.n the pressure 
wave301 originated, by comparing the two times the pressure 
wave 301 was received. This can be accomplished in the 
following manner. If the pressure wave 301 is detected by a 
sensor located on a first side of the station 106 before it is 
detected on a corresponding sensor on an adjacent second 
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side of the station 106, then the origin of the pressure wave is 
on the first side of the station 106. If the pressure wave 301 is 
detected by a sensor located on the second side of the station 
106 before it is detected on the corresponding sensor on the 
first side of the station 106, then the origin of the pressure 
wave is on the second side of the station 106. 
0068. The RTO 210 also provides analysis on the trend of 
the pressures to corroborate the results of the pressure wave 
detection. One method to corroborate a destabilizing event 
leak along with the initial event signature detection is to 
compare the slope of the Subject segment's nodal pressures 
from before the pressure wave 301 with the slope of the same 
nodal pressures from after the pressure wave 301. The slope 
of the pressure is calculated by the RTO 210 by storing a 
number of values of the pressure from predetermined and 
meaningfully brief time intervals. The slope is then deter 
mined by the following equation: 

Slope=(latest pressure value-oldest pressure value), 
(current time-oldest time) 

The slope prior to the pressure wave 301 is compared with the 
slope after the pressure wave 301. If the slope has decreased 
by a value greater than that of a pre-configured parameter, the 
trend of the pressure has changed as a result of the pressure 
wave 301, and this information corroborates the possibility of 
a rupture 300 or other destabilizing event. Other mathemati 
cal or statistical approaches are usable (Such as rate of change, 
Sum of deltas, or combinations thereof). 
0069. The RIO 210, if metering is available, may also 
provide analysis on the trend of the net flow of fluid through 
the pipeline network 100 to corroborate the results of the 
pressure wave detection. The trend is determined by obtain 
ing the measured flow rates from the meters 108a-108n at all 
entries and exits to the pipeline network 100 and summing 
them (in flow positive, out flow negative). A specific example 
of the operation performed by the RTO 210 is illustrated as 
pseudo code as “store line flow data” under “RTO Event 
Detection' in Appendix A. The results of this summation are 
then compared for before the pressure wave 301 and after the 
pressure wave 301. If the summation has increased by a value 
greater than that of a pre-configured parameter, the trend of 
the net flow has changed as a result of the pressure wave 301, 
and this information corroborates the possibility of a rupture 
300 or other destabilizing event. 
(0070 If the SCADA Application 204 is providing a line 
balance function, which is a traditional method of leak detec 
tion, done by comparing Volume entering and leaving the 
pipeline network 100 with the volume in the pipeline network 
100 then the RTO 210 can perform yet another corroboration. 
A typical line balance function will make available to the 
RTO 210 through the database 208, a value, known as the line 
balance divergence, representing the change in the imbalance 
of the line balance calculation over a short period of time, 
typically a few minutes. The RTO 210 provides analysis on 
the trend of the line balance divergence to corroborate the 
results of the pressure wave detection. The trend is deter 
mined by comparing the slope (or other mathematical or 
statistical comparison) of the line balance divergence over 
time from before the pressure wave 301 with the slope of the 
line balance divergence over time from after the pressure 
wave 301. The slope of the line balance divergence is calcu 
lated by the RTO 210 by storing a number of values of the line 
balance divergence for predetermined time intervals. Under 
the exemplary method, the slope is then determined by the 
following equation: 
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Slope=(latest line flow divergence value-oldest line 
flow divergence value)/(current time-oldest time) 

A specific example of this operation of the RTO 210 is illus 
trated as pseudo code under “Get Line Flow Data' in Appen 
dix A. The slope prior to the pressure wave 301 is compared 
with the slope after the pressure wave 301. If the slope has 
increased by a value greater than that of a pre-configured 
parameter, the trend of the line balance divergence has 
changed as a result of the pressure wave 301, and this infor 
mation corroborates the possibility of a rupture 300. Benefi 
cially, this corroboration will occur prior to the line balance 
function determining that there is a rupture 300. As multiple 
independent corroborating data permits a lower indicative 
line balance divergence to further support rupture likelihood. 
(0071. The RTO 210, by placing data into the database 208, 
notifies the operator of the pipeline that a possible destabiliz 
ing event has occurred based on pressure wave detection and 
other corroborating evidence. This includes the creation of an 
incident report. A specific example of the operation per 
formed by the RTO 210 is illustrated as pseudo code under 
“Create Incident Report in Appendix A. The RIO 210 may 
report different levels of certainty to the operator based on the 
level of evidence available. An exemplary set of reporting 
levels is shown further in Table 1 below. Level 1 represents the 
highest level of certainty that a rupture 300 has occurred, 
while Level 4 represents a lower level of certainty. As the RTO 
210 obtains further evidence the level being reported to the 
pipeline network 100 operator may change. 
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received pressure wave reports are evaluated in Step 412 
against changes in measured parameters in the pipeline net 
work 100 to determine whether or not the pressure wave 
report was caused by operational activity. If the wave report 
was caused by operational activity, it is removed from the list 
of pressure waves 300 to be analyzed by the RTO 210. 
0074. In Step 414 a determination is made whether or not 
the RTO 210 is waiting to receive additional pressure wave 
detection reports associated with a previously received report. 
The waiting time in Step 414 differs from the timer set in Step 
404. The period is shorter. The waiting time in Step 414 is 
based upon the wave speed length. The waiting time is set 
based upon slowest possible wave speed. Ifa pressure wave is 
detected, then the waiting time will be based upon the time it 
would take to receive another pressure wave if such pressure 
wave had the slowest possible wave speed. If the determina 
tion is yes and the RTO 210 is waiting for associated reports, 
then the operation of the system proceeds to Step 416. If the 
determination is negative (i.e., no associated pressure reports 
are received) then the operation of the system proceeds to 
Step 426, which is discussed in greater detail below. 
0075. In Step 416, the counter associated with waiting for 
associated reports is decremented. This counter is then exam 
ined in Step 418 to determine if the waiting period has 
expired. If the waiting period has expired and an associated 
pressure wave report is received, then all of the received 
pressure wave reports will be processed in Step 420 to deter 
mine whether there are bracketing detections, or a single 

TABLE 1. 

Two Trigger Two Trigger 
Two Trigger Two Trigger Bracketed Bracketed 

One Trigger Same Station One Sided Spanned Not Spanned 

No Pressure No Line Flow No Line Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 2 
Decay Divergence Balance 

Line Balance Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 2 
Line Flow No Line Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 2 
Divergence Balance 

Line Balance Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 2 
Pressure No Line Flow No Line Level 2 Level 2 Level 2 Level 2 Level 1 
Decay Divergence Balance 

Line Balance Level 2 Level 2 Level 2 Level 2 Level 1 
Line Flow No Line Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 
Divergence Balance 

Line Balance Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 

0072 FIG. 4 is an exemplary flow chart depicting the use detection, the possible associated location and alarm level. In 
of the RTO 210 in the pipeline network 100 with the SCADA 
unit 202. An operator of the SCADA unit 202 may utilize the 
RTO 210 to monitor the destabilizing event detection for the 
pipeline network 100, as described below. 
0073. The operation of the system in accordance with the 
present invention will now be described in connection with 
FIG. 4. The operation is initiated at step 402. A timer is then 
started in Step 404 to allow for later re-execution of the logic 
at short time intervals. The data collected, stored in database 
208 and used for line flow trend analysis is updated at Step 
406 to provide corroborating evidence for any possible desta 
bilizing event detections. The data produced by the line bal 
ance functionality of the SCADA. Application 204 is then 
collected and analyzed in Step 408 for possible future use in 
corroborating destabilizing event detections. The current 
pressures are retrieved from the database 208 in Step 410. 
stored within the RTO 210 and analyzed for future use in 
corroborating destabilizing event detections. Any newly 

Step 422, a determination is made as to whether or not the 
analysis performed in Step 420 found a possible rupture. If a 
possible destabilizing event was found, the operation pro 
ceeds to Step 424 where an incident report is created, as 
shown in FIG. 5 and the corroborating factors examined to 
determine if corroboration has occurred. A notice and/or an 
automatic Soft pipeline spooldown, or corrective measure 
algorithm is executed along with the incident report such that 
the operator of the system can take appropriate measures to 
isolate the leak and limit spills from the pipeline. The opera 
tion of the system then proceeds to Step 430 where the system 
waits until the timeractivated in Step 404 expires. The opera 
tion then returns to Step 404 where the process is repeated. If 
no possible destabilizing event is identified, then the opera 
tion proceeds to Step 430 where the system waits until the 
tinier activated in Step 404 expires. The operation then 
returns to Step 404 where the process is repeated. 
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0076 Returning to Step 414, if it is determined that the 
RTO 210 was not waiting for associated reports, then the 
operation of the system proceeds to Step 426 to determine if 
a new pressure wave detection has been received. If no pres 
Sure wave detection is received, the operation of the system 
proceeds to Step 430 where the system waits for the timer set 
in Step 404 to expire. The steps are then repeated with the 
setting of the timer in Step 404. If a new pressure wave 
detection is received in Step 426, the operation of the system 
proceeds to step 428 where the initialization of the data 
records for tracking the new pressure wave, the setting of a 
tinier to wait for associated pressure wave detections, and the 
saving of the pre-detection corroboration values for future 
analysis occurs. The operation of the system then proceeds to 
Step 430, where the system waits in the manner described 
above. 

0077. As discussed above in connection with Step 424, an 
incident report is created when a pressure wave reports indi 
cates the occurrence of an event. The incident report may be 
presented via a graphical user interface to a display unit for 
the operator. An audible notification may also be provided. 
The graphical user interface may be a window provided to the 
operators via the SCADA unit 202, which includes graphical 
ortextual data, a report or any other Suitable data. An example 
of the graphical user interface is illustrated in FIG. 5. 
0078. The screen view is merely one example of an inci 
dent report that may be presented to an operator. As can be 
appreciated, additional operational settings and data may be 
presented in other embodiments. 
007.9 The screen view in FIG. 5 is divided into various 
windows or sections. For instance, section 500 reports the 
date and time at which the first pressure wave detection 
occurred. Section502 reports the current alarm levelassigned 
to the pressure wave detection using the customizable alarm 
level matrix presented in Table 1, above. Because the alarm 
level assigned to the analysis of a possible destabilizing event 
detection may change overtime, as more corroboration evalu 
ation is completed, the date and time at which each level of 
alarm was reached is displayed in section 504. If a certain 
level of alarm was not reached for a particular detection, it is 
not displayed in this section. 
0080 Section 506 is used to track and report whether the 
investigation launched by the operator has been completed or 
not. If the analysis by the RTO 210 was able to determine a 
location (bracketing detections, or two detections on one side 
of the rupture) this is reported in section 508. Section 510 
provides detailed information on the pressure wave detection 
(s) that were used to arrive at the location by the RTO 210 
during its analysis. Section 512 reports the status of the pres 
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Sure decay corroboration for the upstream station used in the 
detection, if it exists, whether it is still in progress, or if 
complete, whether corroboration was found or not. Section 
514 reports the status of the pressure decay corroboration for 
the downstream station used in the detection, if it exists, 
whether it is still in progress, or if complete, whether corrobo 
ration was found or not. Section 516 reports the status of the 
line flow divergence corroboration, whether it is still in 
progress, or if complete, whether corroboration was found or 
not. Section 518 reports the status of the line balance diver 
gence corroboration, whether it is still in progress, or if com 
plete, whether corroboration was found or not. 
I0081. As discussed above, the system in accordance with 
the present invention is effective in managing the generation 
of alarms in order to reduce the number of false alarms. In 
addition, it is contemplated that the present invention is useful 
in connection with diagnosing destabilizing events and rec 
ommending or automatically executing potential remedial 
measures. As discussed above, the system is useful in identi 
fying the presence and location of both high level and lower 
level destabilization events. The control center 126 can evalu 
ate the data which resulted in the generation of an alarm for a 
destabilizing event via an expert based pipeline diagnostic 
subroutine that considers the current destabilized character of 
the pipeline against the expert Systems empirical knowledge 
of what the current mode's hydraulic character should look 
like while cross referencing all SCADA-known setpoint and 
equipment status against this preferred and expected charac 
ter, the expert System could then automatically execute a 
corrective measure algorithm or, if preferable, issue a correc 
tive measure notice to the human to address the low level 
alarm before the lower level destabilizing event escalates into 
a high level destabilizing event with potential catastrophic 
impact on the pipeline. It is also contemplated that the control 
center 126 can initiate a remedial or corrective measure to 
respond to destabilizing events to maintain stable operation. 
I0082 It will be apparent to those skilled in subjects related 
to the art that various modifications and/or variations may be 
made without departing from the scope of the present inven 
tion. While the present invention has been described in the 
context of a pipeline, the present invention is not intended to 
be so limited; rather, it is contemplated that the present inven 
tion can be used in piping found in refining and petrochemical 
processing operations, upstream and exploration operations, 
and any other operation outside of the oil and gas field that is 
concerned with managing the stable operation of a pipeline 
and the fluids flowing therethrough. Thus, it is intended that 
the present invention covers the modifications and variations 
of the method herein, provided they come within the scope of 
the appended claims and their equivalents. 
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Alpesaix. A 

Please note in the pseudo code below lines imarked with *** relate to other sections of the 
text, which is inciu died below under the respective headings. References to the terin 
“trigger refer to pressure wave detection. 

RTC Eye tectifi 

On a one minute cycie, for each pipeline 
Calculate the line balance divergence siapes ***(CBS) 
Store the fiew data ** 

log operational event detections *** {{O}} 
if trigger setting time: not in progress 

if ai ieast one trigger Change of State (CCS) has occurred during 30 Second timer) 
Start the trigger setting timer 
Start the tipstreain and downstream pressure decay timer 
Save the current ic flow value 

Start the inefiew divergence timer 
Save the current calculated line balance divergence slope value. 
Start thc inc balance divcrgctice time 

Eise 

Do nothing and continue 
Eise (trigger setting titler in progress) 

ccrenicit the trigger settling tinner conter, 
if the trigger setting timer counter is {{tinner expired) 

Process triggers ***(PT) 
Create incident report ***{CR) 
if (bracketing triggers found) 

Recalculate the ic flow divergence timer by subtracting the Setting time 
value from the Divergence Stop Time in the Distance Type structire. 
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Recalculate the line balance divergence timer by Sibtracting the trigger 
setting time from the line Baiance Divergence fine plus the fivergence 
abaia ice value. 

Eise if (one irigger found 
Cance the downstreai preSSLEre decay time. 

Eise 

Do nothing and continue 
it of aii upstreatin and downstream pressure decay tiraet's is progress. it's possible that 
there could be both upstrean and downstrean pressure decay timers in progress for the 
same pipeline, one set of timers for the current incident and one set of timer's for the 
previous incident. if a previous tinner is in progress, then a new incident had to have 
occurred before the existing pressure decay incr expired. 

if (as operational trigger or a tasia Staspect has just occurred) 
Set the trigger in progress flag to Faise for a pressures 
Set the pressare decay statis to Aborted for aii in progress pressures 
Cance the upstream pressure decay timer. 
Cance the downstream pressure decay tirae, if the tinner is active. 
Sct the associated strean tressure becay inulti-status used to drive the 
incident Report to “ABC RTE. The incident Report alarm evei will not be 
lipdated. 

Set the associated ownstrean Pressure Yecay multi-status (used to drive the 
incident Report) is ABORED", if the tinner is active. The incident Report 
alarii level will not be updated. 

Eise 

Recrement the upstream pressure decay timer counter. 
Deererett the downstrear pressite decay tinner center, if the tiraer is active. 

if (there is pressure decay on the upstream pressure) 
Cance: the upstream pressure decay tinner. 
(Jpdate the incident report ***{iji R 

if (there is pressure decay on the downstream pressure and the timer is active) 
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Cancel the downstrean pressure decay timer. 
Update the incident report ***(JR 

For aii line flow divergence timers in progress, its possiblic that there couid be two line 
flow divergence timers in progress for the same pipeline, one tinner for the current 
incident and one timer for the previous incident. If a previous timer is it progress, then 3. 
new incident had to have occurred before the existing ine fiew divergence timer 
expired. 

if (a) operational Eirigger or a usual Suspect has just occurred 
Cance the line flow divergence timer 
Set the associated line Flow livergence initi-status (used to drive the incident 
Report) to “ABORTE). The incident Report alarm icyci will not be pdatcd. 

Eise 

Decrement the line flow divergence timer counter. 
Determine the line flow divergence *** F. 
if (there is ire flow divergeace) 

Update incident report ***(JR 
For a line balance divergence tiers in progress. it's possibie that there could be two 
line balance divergence timers in progress for the same pipeline, one timer for the 
current incident and one tier for the previous incident. fa previous tier is in 
progress, then a new incident had to have occurred before the existing line balance 
divergence timer expired. 

f{ai} operationai trigger or a usial suspicci has just occurred 
Cance the line baiancé divergence timer 
Sct the associated line Balance Div Crgctice multi-statis (used to drive the 
incident Report) to ABORTE'. The incident Report alarm level will not be 
Epdated. 

Eise 

Decrement the iiae baiance divergence timer counter, 
if the line balance divergence counter is () (timer expired) 

Determine the iine balance divergence ***{B}} 
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Update the incident report *** (JR 
Es: 

30 othing and continuc looping 
On a thirty second cycle, for each pipeline 

Check for a trigger *** (CT 
Calculate pressaresiopes ***{CS 
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(UTS - Upsiae is a SERspects 
This function is callied by Event Detection whenever a usual suspect point changes state 
This function is used to update the usuai suspect incsianap it; the rca-tine list (fusual 
suspect points. This real-time list is used by the is a Jsual Suspect function in order to 
determine if an irigger is a usuai suspect (; noi. 
loop though a the points defined in the real-time usual suspect ist of points 

Gict ic circt ticiasi of tiac as a suspcct point, 
if the time last just occurred (within is a Suspect just Occurred Time) 

Set a cai variable to know that we found at east one usual sispecipeiii titatist 
recently aidergone CCS, 
if the is a suspect point is a binary or multi-statis point 

Get the state of the usual suspect binary or multi-status point 
Eise 

{Continue 

if tic staic of thc binary or auti-status point is a staic defiacci in the 'ca-tic array 
or it is an analog point 

Update the time tast value in the time last round robin array for the real-time 
usuai suspect points. The reason we keep a configurable round robin array of 
time ast values for each as a suspect is because some of the saai suspects wi 
repetitively COS is a short period of time. 

Eise 

so nothing and coatinie looping 
Eise 

Do nothing and continue looping 
if we did not find a recent time stanip of a cast one of the iSuai si sect faii is in the reai 
time ist, then output an error message to the RTO log file because raybe there is a probles 
with the derive biock or the JSuai Suspect Just Occurred ime variabie needs to be tined. 
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(CT) - Check for a Trigger 
This function is used to check for an initial trigger. 
Loop through al. TRIGGER pressures for the passed in pipeline 

Get the time last of the binary reporting the RiGGER pressure 
Make Stre the trigger was not previously processed (look in last array of triggers 
gathered). 
if trigger was not previously processed 

f{{time iast of the BNPN + edTrigger just Occurred Maximurime} > current 
time) and {{tine last of the BNPNT -- ediriggerialistOccurred Miinuiniinae) < 
current time) and is a sua Suspect ***(JS) returns FASE) 

Found a trigger. 
Get aii the trigger analog values for the trigger pressure and store the analog 
trigger values in a real-tire array. 

8 trigger wave anapiitude 

8 trigger hours after midnight 

8 trigger minutes after the hour 
8 trigger miliseconds after the minate 

log a statement to the operation log flie. 
Return RE, 

Eise 

D3 mething and £ontinue looping 
Eise 

Do nothing and continue looping 
No trigger found, returia FALSE. 3. s 
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(GEF) - Get is e Fw Bata 
This function is called by Event etection every minute. 

is function is used to get the star of the tie fiew flow rate in values and subtract them 
froin the Sun of the line flow at values and the return the rest in order to determine line 

fiow divergence. 

loop through a the line flows in the line Fiew structure 
{iet the cirrent waite on the analog line flow 
if in Or Out line Flow : N i INE FLOW) 

Add this value to the N Suinnation variabie. 

Eise 

Add tic waitic to the Suinnation variabic. 

Store the N summation variable minus the OU Sumination result in the line Fow 

Divergence in Flow pseudo analog. This pseudo analog is only used of 

imonic fig this line low caiciliation. 
Return the Nsuminatio variabie minus the CUT stamination variable. 

P} - Process riggers 
This function is cated by Event Detection after the trigger setting time has expired. 
This function is issed to process aii the triggers that occurred during the trigger setting time 
and process the valid triggers to determine the event iocation. 
Get event iocation ***{{E} with the array of triggers found during the trigger setting time 
{{} icterining tic event ocation, 

Log at the information returned to the operatio og file. 

{S} - is a listia SRspect 
This function is callied by Check for a Trigger. 
This function is used to determine if the passed in binary trigger was caused by a usual 
suspect or not. 

his fianction retiris TRE if the passed in binary trigger is calised by a lasia suspect, if 
he trigger was not caused by a usual sispect, the FALSE is returcd. if TRUE is returned, 
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then a statement wit be logged it the operation og file of why the trigger was caused by a 
usual suspicct. Tic appropriatic timestamps will also be logged so th: maininuin cay and 

Maximum clay variabies in the configuration cata can be tuned. 
Find the trigger binary D in the Usual Suspects configuration data list and match of either 
the Ustial Suspects Upstream or the Usai Suspects Downstream . 
if the trigger binary iD was found in the listiai Suspects lists 

Loop through the Usual Suspects Point Rules list, which are at the usuai suspect points 
for the trigger, 

if the 9ciass Type is a MULFNT or BINPNT 
Find the oclass Type, and Sstate (if its not biank) in the reai-tire usual 
suspects list and get the time last array from the real-time is a Stasjects ist, 
For aii the usual suspect time last values in the time last array for the usual 
S. Sec 

if (time last of the trigger binary - is a suspect time last - minimum 
Delay) AN3 time last of the trigger biiary 3: (asia: suspect tie tast -- 
maximum Delay) 

Retiri, RE 

Find the oclass Tye, Sstate. (if its not tiak) in the real-time usual suspects list 
and get the tine last array fron the real-time usia suspects isi. 
For a the usual suspect time last values in the time last array for the usua: 
Suspect 

if (time last of the trigger binary >ir is a saspect time last it liain in 
Relay) AND time last of the trigger binary <= {sual suspect time last -- 
maximum Deiay 

Retri R.E. 

Eise (the oclass Type is a ANAPNT) 
Fid the (class Type in the real-time usual SEspects is and get the time last array 
frontic real-time usuai Suspects list. 
For aii the usual suspect time last values in the time last array for the usual 
S. Sitect 
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If (time East of the trigger binary >: (asai Saspect time East + minimum 
Dciay) AND (ting last of the trigger binary <- (usual suspicct time last it 
maximun iciay) 
Rcn R.E. 

Return FASE because the trigger was fict caused by a usual Suspect 

GEL - Get Ewest licatio 
This function is called by Process Triggers, which is called just after the trigger setting 
tier Expires. 
This function is used to find the event iocation based on the passed in triggers. This 
faction will return one of 5 possible conditions. The first condition being the most 
inportant and the fifth condition the east important, neaning condition 2 wony be 
retirated if condition coid not be act, 

Bracketing riggers 

8 he upstream locatio trigger binary point D (upstream station) 

8 he downstream iocation trigger binary point D (downstream station 
& he dowf streat distance. 

& Upsican corroboration 
$ townstrean corroboration 

8 Wiche; the brackcting iocatios arc not spannig another station (next to 
each othef) of Spain hing another station (not next to each other. 

2 Cine sidcd riggers 
8 file locati trigger binary point D (closest station). 

8 Whether the direction is tipstream of downstream 
3) Saine station riggers 

8 The first location trigger binary point is station). 

8 Whether the direction is upstream, downstream, or in the station. 
4. One rigger 

8 he trigger binary point (station), 
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5) Error condition, because the triggers did not fail into one of the above 4 
conditions. 

if there are no triggers 
log an error because we should not be called us less there is at east one trigger. Return 
an error condition. 

if there is only one trigger 
Return the trigger binary point i) (station. 

Adilst trigger times to correct for over midnight condition. Sort the array of triggers from 
oldest time to most recent time using the trigger hours after midnight, trigger minutes after 
the hour, and the trigger inii Eiseconds after the initaute vaiues, 
The DFC (distance from centre algorithm used in the “for” ioops below wiii be: 
FC = {{Milisecond time of trigger upstream - Milisecond time of trigger downstreana) * 

(Wave Speed f Convert Wave Speed Time to Miliseconds}} f 2 where Millisecond time 
includes the hour and niinate data, 

This first set of “For loops wii try to find brackcting triggers that do not span a station. 
For A = (i) to number of triggers - } 

For B : {At to in timber of triggers) 
Find the A and B location in the listances structure. 

if (Stations location To Each Other it. NEXT STATION } 
etermine the DFC using the DFC algorithm above. 

if { }FC >= -0.5 + Distance oilerance) * Distance) AND DEC <= {{0.5i 
Distance Teierance) * Distance}} 

Note: if a measurements are correct, air answer 

greater that half of the distance is not passibie. The 
tolerance is put in to cover inaccuracies in pipe length 
definition, and tinning, 

Downstream distance = DFC + (0.5 sistances 
Upstrcam station coToboration is Sct to FASE 
Downstrean station corroboration is set to FASE 
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For the A acation (upstrean location see if we have a Sanae Statio; trigger, 
(if this. A location trigger is an upstrean trigger, see if we have the Sane 
station downstream trigger. Or if this A location is a tie wastream trigger, see 
if we have the saile station upstreair trigger). 
if (found the same station for the A location) 

if (vilisectad time of the A locatioi Saine statia iwi stream triggeir > 
Milisecond time of the A iccation Sane station upstream trigger) 

Continue on checking for a valid A-B location. Eve; not in this 
Signiett) 

Eise if Milisecond time of the A iocation same station downstream 
trigger < viiisecond tine {}f tie A icati sane station upstreaia 
trigger) 

stream station correbration is set to TRJE 
Eise downstream and upstream sana: statio trigger times are the same 

Upstrean station corroboration is set to RUE 
ownstream distance - {} 

For the 3 ocation (downstream location) see if we have a safe Station 
trigger, if this is locatioi trigger is an upstrean: trigger, see if we have the 
Sane station downstreal trigger, Or if this is location is a downstrean 
trigger, see if we have the Saise station lapstream trigger}. 

f{{ound the same station for the 8 location) 
if Milisecond time of the 3 location same station downstream trigger > 
Miliseconditing of the Riccation saic station upstican trigger 

Downstream station corroboration is set to TRUE. 

Eise if Milisecond time if the 8 ocatioi saine station downstrean 

trigger s. viii second time of the B locatio; Saite station upstream 
trigger) 

Continue on checking for a better non spanning A-B locatioja, bit 
ise this one if one cannot be found. 

Eise downstreair aid upstrean Satae station trigger times are the saille: 
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Jewist fear station corroboration is set to TRUE. 

ownstream distance F {} 

Found bracketing triggers, 
Return Bracketing riggers 
Ipstican location 
3ow stream location 

ownstream distance 

Jpstream station corroboration status 
ownstrean Station corroboration status 

Not Spaining stations 
Eise 

Continue in checking for a valid A - Biocation 
Es: 

Coitine on checking for a vaid A-B locatio 
This sceand set of “For” ioaps witi try to find brackcting trigg.crs that span a station. 
For A = { } } {uinter of triggers - } 

For B : {A+ i) to (number of triggers) 
Find tie A and B locatio in the sistances strictire, 

if (Stations location. To Each Other r NOT NEXT STATION) 
Determine the DFC using the DiFC algorithm above. 
f{FC >= -((0.5 + Ristance Tolerance) * Distaace) AND (DFC <= {{O.S + 
Distance foierance) * Distance}} 

Downstream distance - DFC + (0.5 *istances 
Upstrean station corroboration is set to FASE 
Downstream station corroboration is set to SASE 

For the A location (upstream location) see if we have a same station trigger. 
(if this. A location trigger is an upstream trigger, see if we have the same 
station downstrean trigger. Or if this A location is a downstream trigger, Sce 
if we have the same station upstream trigger). 
if (found the same station for th: A location) 
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if (viiilisecond time of the A. ocation same station downstream trigger > 
Milisecond time of the A location same station upstream trigger) 

Continue of checking for a better spanning A- B location, but use 
this one if one cannot be found. 

Eise if Milisectiid me of the A ocaiio Sane station iwi strea in 
trigger < Milisecond time of the A. ocation same station upstream 
trigger) 

steam station corroboration is set to TRE 
Eise downstream and upstream same station trigger times are the same: 

Upstream station corroboration is set to RE 
ownstream distance r 

For the Biocation (downstream location) see if we have a same station 
trigger (if this B location trigger is an upstrean) trigger, see if we have the 
sanic statio; downstrean trigger. Or if this 8 locatio} is a down sirean 
trigger, see if we have the same station upstream trigger), 
if (found the same station for the 8 location} 

if (vilisecond time of the 3 location same station down sirear trigger > 
Milisecond time of the Biocation Sane Station upstream trigger) 

Downstream station oroboration is set to TRUE 

Eise if Milisecond time if the B location same station downstream 
trigger < Milisecond time of the 3 location same station upstream 
trigger} 

{Cointinue in checking for a vaid A. - R locatio: 
Eise downstrean and upstreat same station trigger times are the same: 

ownstream station corroboration is Sct to RjB. 

i}ownstrean disiance : { 

Found bracketing triggers. 
Rcturn Bracketing Triggers 

Jstream location 
Downstream locatio 
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Eise 

his third set of “For toops wif try to find one sided triggers. 
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Downstream distance 

Upstream station corroboration status 
Downstrean station corroboration status 

Spanning Stations 
Eise 

Continic of checking for a waiti A - 3 location 

Continue on checking for a valid A-B location 

For Air () to (niinaber of triggers - ) 
For B - (A + i) to number of triggers) 

Find the A and B location it the Distances structure. 

if (Stations ...ocation. To Each Other is: SAME STATION) 
Dctermine the DFC using the DFC algorithm above. 
if (DFC is a negative number) 

find one sided triggers. 
Return One sided Triggers 
upstream location 
Dow stream location 

The direction is apstream 
Eise (the DFC is a positive number) 

Found ofte sided triggerS. 
Return One sided Triggers 
pstreat ocatio: 
Downstream location 

The direction is dow strean 

Eise 

Continue on checking for a valid A-B location 

Oct. 16, 2014 

his fourth set of “For ioops wiii try to find same station triggers. 
For A - (i) to (number of triggers - i) 
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For 8 it. (A + i) to (inter of triggers) 
Fiji the A aii Biscation if the Distances structure. 

if Stations Location To Each Other - SAME STATION) 
if (Milisecond time of trigger Downstream - Mi Eisecond time of trigger 
Upstream + in Station Milisecond Tolerance}} 

Foliad same station triggers 
Return Same station Triggers 
Jpstrean acation 
ownstrean Location 

pstican circction 
Eise if Milisecond time of trigger Downstream < (Mi Eisecond time of trigger 
Upstrean - in Station Milisecond is rance)) 

Find same station triggers 
Rcturn Saiac Station riggers 
Jpstream to eation 
ownstream location 

Downstrean direction 

Eise the times are celia) 
Found same station triggers. 
Return Sanae station riggers 
Upstream iocation 
Downstream location 

the station direction 

Eise 

Contine of checking for a waii. A - 8 location 
Logan error because the triggers did not faii into any of the above 4 conditions. Return an 
cirror condition. 

(EEP) - etermiae Press are Secay 
This fiction is callied by Calculate Pressure Slopes. 
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This function determines if there is pressure decay for the pressure trigger passed it. 
if {{{st sipe of pressire - presiope of the pressure + Pressure ecay Threshold < 0} 

There is pressure decay for the assed iii pressire. 
Eise 

cre is to press's decay for the passed in pressure. 

(ii) - Deteriaine line Fw Divergeice 
This function is aeti y Eve; it hitection when tie line flow civergetice tier is active. 
This function determines if there is line flow divergence on the pipeline. 
if (the current result from Get line Flow Data > {{the saved resis it from Get Line Fow ata 
+ ie Fix}w Divergc.cc cak and 

The pipcline has litic flow divergence 
Eise 

The pipeline sites act have ine few divergence, 
Log at the data is to why there was or was not line flow divergence to the operation log file 

(8) ... eter: i.e. .irie Baiance Divergestee 
This function is called by Event Detection after the line balance divergence timer expires. 
This function determines if there is cirrently a lite balance divergence on the pipeiie. 
f{{the say ed line balance siege was at the time of the incide:) - line Baiance 
Divergence cadband) > (the currcit inc balance slopic value 

he pipeline as line balance divergence 

The pipeline does not have line balance divergence 
Logai the data is to why th:ie was of was not iine balance divergence to tie operation is g 
fic, 

(CER) - Create is cities Resert 
is function is cated by Evest Detection after the Process Triggers cat, which is last after 

the trigger settling timer cxpires. 
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This fiction is used to COS the driving points for the incident Report custom displays. 
Save the current incident rcport as the previous incident rcport by CCSing thc incidents 
points with tie incidents points. 
COS the incident Report pseudo points for the current incident sing the information 
returned from Process Triggers. 
The current aiar; ieve can be determined using the Aiari everth Matrix. The aia in 
evci may change wich thc Updatc acidcat Report function is calcd (inc flow divergeiac: 
inner expires or iiie balance divergence). 
COS the investigation Status multi-status point with the "O PEN" state. 
legal incident Report information to the operation log file. 

(JR) - Update cities: Reper 
This faction is cated by ?toaap Eventietetin after tie Eine flow divergence timer expires 
or if a line balance divergence has been determined. 
This fiction is used to inciate the driving points on the incident Report custern displays 
ificated after line flow divergence timer expires) 

Update thc ic flow divergeicc Yaaiii-status driving point based of whethc; theire was 
ine flow divergence or not. 

Else (cated after line balance divergence determined 
pitiate the line balance divergence multi-status joint based on whether there was a Fine 

balance divergence or (i. 
Recalculate the aiarn level using the matrix defined in section 3.4. Alarm i.evel rath 
Matrix. if a lower alarm cvci is calculatcd (more scvrc), thcn thcaiarn civic multi-status 
and the aiarn deciared at time control driving points will be updated (COS) and the 
investigation Status multi-status point will the COS with the "OPEN' State. 
Logai incident Report info Fiation to the operation ig fie. 

(CBS) - Caieaiate Lie Bataiace Rivergessee Sige 
his function is cated by Event Detection every minute regardless of whether a trigger has 

{{ccurred or not, 
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This function dete; inities the Current line balance divergence side vaiue. 
Get the imbalace values. 

Store the deita in baiance value aiong with the current timestarap in the next centry of an 
internal road-irobin array. With a round-robia array, the oldest valie Wii be discarded ince 
the array is ful of cntries. 
if the round-robin array is ful of entries 

Compute thesiope using the filowing algorithm: 

Set (eiapsed vitates : 
{tirnesiamp of the incwest dicta in baiance vaiuc if the routi-robin array) - 
{linesianap of the oldest delia is balance value is the 'und-robi array) 
The reason we feed to caciate eased minutes is because RC is not aways cated 
precisely every minute. For example, at the top of the hour more that initute may 
elapse. 

Convert the “seconds” part of the caps.cd Minutes value to fractional minut.cs, 
Set Siope Waite : {S} of a the delta in baiance values in the round-robin array} f 

{eiapsed vinutes) 
COS tie line Baiance Divergence Siope analog point with the sophe Waite 

Eise 

De othing anti return. 

SASN) - Set Aiar eye State Norra 

This function is cated by Event Detection whenever the investigation stat is pseudo inaulti 
status point COS or at RTC - E startup. 
This function is tised to set the alarm levei pseudo multi-status point to NORMAL, if the 
investigation status pseudio multi-status point is in the “C.OSE)' state. 
(op though each pipeline 

loop through each incidcit 
Get the current state of the investigation status pseudo miti-status point. 
if the cuffet State is 'COSE) 
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Set the alarm evet pseudo inaulti-status point to "NORMAL, if it is currently not 
in the NORA. State. 

Eisc 

iD acting and contific ooping 
Eisc 

Do nothing and continue oping 

{{B} - og Operationai triggers 

This function is calliei by Event Detection once per minute. 
This function is used is check for Operationai trigger's ari og the associated analog values 
to the operationai og file. 
Loop through all trigger pressures for the passed in pipeline 

Get the time last of the binary reporting the operationai trigger pressure 
if (time last of the BiNPNT + Trigger just Occurred Maximum Time) > current time) 
and {{time last of the BiNPN + Trigger just Occurred Minimian Time} < current time) 

Getail the trigger analog values for the operational trigger pressure and Store the 
analog valies in the operationai og file. 

trigger wave amplitude 
trigger hours after ridinight 
trigger minutes after the hour 
trigger miliseconds after the minute 
vark the trigger is a real-time array to avoid mitiple iogging of the same 
trigger. 

(CPS) - Caieriate Pressure Siepes 
This function is calcd by Eventiotection every 30 sccords. 
This function deicinines the current pricssur: Siopic vaiuc or aii tic trigger pressures. it also 
Scts the pre-siope waite and diet Crimines the post sopc values if a trigger occurs on the 
press re. 

Loop through all trigger pressures for the passed in pipeine 
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Retrieve the value of the high resolution pressure sing the tigh Resolution s'essure 
analog hardware point. 
if (trigger is is progress for Pressure 

if (current time > the time of the trigger - ressure becay Stop ime)) 
Set the trigger in progress flag to false. 

Eise (we are before the stop time) 
Compute the post siope using the following algorithm: 
Set elapsed Minutes is timestamp of the current high resolution pressure value) - 
(timestamp of the saved high resolution pressure value ) 
{oaves; the "seconds part of the elapsed Minutes varie to fractional minutes. 
Set Siope Value - current high resolutioi fressare value - saved high resciation 
pressure value} f {elapsed Minutes) 
{{S the post stope analog with the slopeValue. 
if to current time - the time of the triggeri Pressure ecay Startine)) 

Cali Determine Pressure ecay ***{P} determine pressure decay, 
If (there is Pressure Decay) 

Set the trigger in progress flag to False. 
Set the pressure decay status to True. 

Eise (there is not Pressare Decay) 
Set the pressure decay status to False. 

Eise (we are before the start time) 
Continue. 

if (trigger is not in progress for Pressure) 
Check for a trigger on the pressure. The Check For A Trigger function called in 
Event etection (30 second tinier) is used to know if an trigger has just occurred. 
if (an trigger just occurred on the pressure 

if there is a current fressure slope value, round-robin array is full 
Set the trigger it progress fiag to True. 
Set the pressure decay status to Jinkiewin. 
COS the pre slope analog with the current pressure slope vaius. 
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COS the post slope analog with (). 
Save the current high resolution pressure vaia and time iast aid cai it the 
savcd high resolution pressure valuic and tinac ast. 
Save the time of the trigger using the time iast of the binary point. 

Else (there is not a current pressure slope value, round-robin array is not faii) 
Set the trigger in progress flag to Faise. 
Sct the pressure decay status to Aborted. 

Eise (a trigger has not occurred on the sessite) 
Continue 

if (the currcrat high resolution pressure value is a new COS) 
Store the currett high resolution pressire value along with the time last timestamp of 
the analog point in the next entry of an interia round-robin array. With a round 
robin array, the tidest valuc will be discarded once thc array is fit of entrics. 
if the round-robia array is ful of cntries 

Compute the slope using the following algorithm: 

Set elapsed Minutes = {timestianup of the newest high resolution pressure vaiue in 
the round-robin array) - (intestamp of the oldest high resolution pressure value 
in the round-robin array) 
Conver the 'seconds part of the elapsed Minutes value to fractional minutes. 
Set stope Value if newest high rescitation press ire value - oldest high resolution 
pressure value} f {elapsed Minutes) 
{OS the Pressure Siope analog point with the slope Vaiae. 

Eise (round-robin array is not faii) 
Continue on with next pressure 

Eise (the current high resolution pressure value is an old COS) 
Continue on with next pressure 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method of real time dynamic monitoring a pipeline 

network to identify possible destabilizing events in the pipe 
line network, comprising: 

sensing one or more pressure waves within the pipeline 
network at predetermined locations within the pipeline 
network; 

determining the presence of a possible destabilizing event 
in the pipeline network in response to the sensed pres 
Sure waves by detecting variations in the sensed pressure 
waves, and determining whether or not the detected 
variation exceeds an accepted Standard deviation, 
wherein the accepted Standard deviation is calculated on 
a rolling basis, 

wherein determining the presence of a possible destabiliz 
ing event in the pipeline network in response to the 
sensed pressure waves further includes determining 
whether or not the sensed pressure waves exceed a pre 
determined stable operating threshold, wherein the pre 
determined stable operating threshold is automatically 
adjusted based upon at least one of the current operating 
mode, current operating conditions and current operat 
ing events, 

wherein determining the presence of a possible destabiliz 
ing event in the pipeline network in response to the 
sensed pressure waves further includes determining 
whether or not a Subsequential decompression charac 
teristic is present following the detection of the variation 
in sensed pressure waves; and 

corroborating the presence of the destabilizing event; 
wherein corroborating the presence of the destabilizing 
event includes determining the certainty of the possible 
destabilizing event. 

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
issuing an alarm indicating the presence of a leak when it is 

determined that the Subsequential decompression char 
acteristic is present. 

3. The method of monitoring a pipeline network according 
to claim 1, further comprising: generating an alarm reporting 
the presence and certainty of the possible destabilizing event. 

4. The method according to claim3, wherein the alarm has 
more than one alarm level, wherein the alarm level generated 
is based upon the determined certainty of the possible desta 
bilizing event. 

5. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: 
managing the generation of alarms. 

6. The method of monitoring a pipeline network according 
to claim 1, further comprising: 

determining the location of the possible destabilizing event 
in the pipeline network in response to the sensed pres 
SU WaVS. 

7. The method of monitoring a pipeline network according 
to claim 6, further comprising: 

generating an alarm reporting at least one of the presence 
and location of the possible destabilizing event. 

8. The method according to claim 8, wherein the alarm has 
more than one alarm level, wherein the alarm level generated 
is based upon the determined certainty of the possible desta 
bilizing event. 

9. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
reporting the potential cause of the sensed destabilizing 
event. 
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10. The method according to claim 9, further comprising: 
determining at least one corrective measure in response to the 
sensed destabilizing event; and 

performing at least one of reporting the at least one correc 
tive measure to an operator of the pipeline network and 
automatically executing the at least one corrective mea 
S. 

11. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
identifying a potential cause of the sensed destabilizing event 
by comparing the character of the current destabilizing events 
using an expert based diagnostic Subroutine with prior desta 
bilizing events, the current operating mode of the pipeline 
network, the current operating conditions in the pipeline net 
work and the current operating events in the pipeline network. 

12. A method of real time dynamic monitoring a pipeline 
network to identify possible destabilizing events in the pipe 
line network, comprising: 

sensing one or more pressure waves within the pipeline 
network at predetermined locations within the pipeline 
network; 

determining the presence of a possible destabilizing event 
in the pipeline network in response to the sensed pres 
sure waves by determining whether or not the sensed 
pressure waves exceed a predetermined stable operating 
threshold, wherein the predetermined stable operating 
threshold is automatically adjusted based upon at least 
one of the current operating mode, current operating 
conditions and current operating events, wherein deter 
mining the presence of a possible destabilizing event in 
the pipeline network in response to the sensed pressure 
waves further includes detecting variations in the sensed 
pressure waves, and determining whether or not the 
detected variation exceeds an accepted Standard devia 
tion, wherein the accepted Standard deviation is calcu 
lated on a rolling basis, wherein the determining the 
presence of a possible destabilizing event in the pipeline 
network includes determining whether or not the sensed 
pressure waves exceed the adjusted predetermined 
stable operating threshold, wherein determining the 
presence of a possible destabilizing event in the pipeline 
networkin response to the sensed pressure waves further 
includes determining whether or not a Subsequential 
decompression characteristic is present following the 
detection of the variation in sensed pressure waves; 

determining the certainty of the possible destabilizing 
event; 

corroborating the presence of the destabilizing event based 
upon at least one of (i) one or more sensed pipeline 
network operating conditions and (ii) at least one inde 
pendent process variable; and 

identifying a potential cause of the sensed destabilizing 
event by comparing the character of the current destabi 
lized events using an expert based diagnostic Subroutine 
with at least one of the prior destabilizing events, the 
current operating mode of the pipeline network, the cur 
rent operating conditions in the pipeline network and the 
current operating events in the pipeline network. 

13. The method according to claim 12, further comprising: 
reporting the potential cause of the sensed destabilizing 
event. 

14. The method according to claim 13, further comprising: 
determining at least one corrective measure in response to the 
sensed destabilizing event; and 
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one of reporting the at least one corrective measure to an 
operator of the pipeline network and automatically 
executing the at least one corrective measure. 

15. The method according to claim 12, further comprising: 
generating an alarm indicating the possible presence of a 

destabilizing event when the sensed pressure waves 
exceed the adjusted predetermined stable operating 
threshold, wherein the alarm has more than one alarm 
level, wherein the alarm level generated is based upon 
the determined certainty of the possible destabilizing 
event. 

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein generating 
an alarm indicating the possible presence of a destabilizing 
event further comprising generating an alarm indicating the 
possible presence of a destabilizing event when the sensed 
pressure waves exceed the adjusted predetermined stable 
operating threshold and the detected variation exceeds the 
accepted Standard deviation. 

17. The method according to claim 15, wherein generating 
an alarm indicating the possible presence of a destabilizing 
event includes generating an alarm indicating the presence of 
a leak when it is determined that the Subsequential decom 
pression characteristic is present. 

18. The method according to claim 12, further comprising: 
generating an alarm reporting the presence and certainty of 
the possible destabilizing event. 

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the alarm 
has more than one alarm level, wherein the alarm level gen 
erated is based upon the determined certainty of the possible 
destabilizing event. 

20. The method according to claim 17, further comprising: 
managing the generation of alarms. 

21. A dynamic system for monitoring a pipeline network, 
wherein the pipeline network having a first facility, a second 
facility, at least one pipeline segment connecting the first 
facility and the second facility such that the fluid can flow 
between the first facility and the second facility, and at least 
one pumping station connected to the at least one pipeline 
segment, whereby fluid flowing through the at least one pipe 
line segment flows through the at least one pumping station, 
the system comprising: 

a plurality of pressure sensing devices for sensing the pres 
ence of one or more pressure waves within the pipeline 
network; 

a plurality of remote monitoring devices operatively con 
nected to the first facility, the second facility and the at 
least one pumping station, wherein the remote monitor 
ing devices monitor the operation of the pipeline net 
work and collect operating data of the pipeline network; 
and 

a control unit operatively connected to the plurality of 
pressure sensing devices and the plurality of remote 
monitoring devices for dynamic monitoring the opera 
tion of the pipeline network based upon signals received 
from the plurality of remote monitoring devices, 
wherein the control unit detects the presence of possible 
destabilizing events in the pipeline network by deter 
mining whether or not variations in the sensed pressure 
waves are present and whether or not the variation 
exceeds an accepted Standard deviation, wherein the 
accepted Standard deviation is calculated on a rolling 
basis, wherein the control unit further determines the 
presence of a possible destabilizing event by determin 
ing whether or not the sensed pressure waves exceed a 
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predetermined stable operating threshold, wherein the 
control unit adjusts the predetermined stable operating 
threshold in response to at least one of the operating 
mode, current operating conditions and current operat 
ing events, wherein the control unit further diagnoses a 
potential cause of the sensed destabilizing event by com 
paring the character of the sensed destabilizing event 
using an expert based diagnostic Subroutine with at least 
one of prior destabilizing events, the current operating 
mode of the pipeline network, the current operating con 
ditions in the pipeline network and the current operating 
events in the pipeline network. 

22. The system for monitoring a pipeline network accord 
ing to claim 21, wherein the control unit identifies remedial 
measures to isolate or correct the possible destabilizing event 
in response to the determination that a possible destabilizing 
event exists. 

23. The system according to claim 21, wherein the control 
unit performs at least one of reporting the remedial measures 
to an operator of the pipeline network and automatically 
executing the remedial measures. 

24. The system according to claim 21, wherein the control 
unit empirically determines the accepted Standard deviation. 

25. The system according to claim 21, wherein the control 
unit comprising: 

a plurality of remote control units, wherein each of the 
plurality of remote control units being operatively con 
nected to one of the plurality of remote monitoring 
devices, wherein each remote control unit detects the 
presence of possible destabilizing events sensed by the 
corresponding remote monitoring devices by determin 
ing whether or not variations in the sensed pressure 
waves are present and whether or not the variation 
exceeds an accepted Standard deviation, wherein the 
remote control unit corroborates the presence of the 
destabilizing event based upon at least one of (i) one or 
more sensed pipeline network operating conditions and 
(ii) at least one independent process variable. 

26. The system according to claim 21, wherein the control 
unit further comprising: 

a master control unit operatively connected to each of the 
plurality of remote control units, wherein the master 
control unit further corroborates the presence of the 
destabilizing event from each of the remote control units 
based upon at least one of (i) one or more sensed pipeline 
network operating conditions and (ii) at least one inde 
pendent process variable. 

27. A pipeline network for transporting fluids, comprising: 
a first facility: 
a second facility; 
at least one pipeline segment connecting the first facility 

and the second facility such that the fluid can flow 
between the first facility and the second facility; 

at least one pumping station connected to the at least one 
pipeline segment, whereby fluid flowing through the at 
least one pipeline segment flows through the at least one 
pumping station; and 

a monitoring system for monitoring the operation of the 
pipeline network, wherein the monitoring system com 
prising: 

a plurality of pressure sensing devices for sensing the pres 
ence of one or more pressure waves within the pipeline 
network; 
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a plurality of remote monitoring devices operatively con 
nected to the first facility, the second facility and the at 
least one pumping station, wherein the remote monitor 
ing devices monitor the operation of the pipeline net 
work and collect operating data of the pipeline network; 
and 

a control unit operatively connected to the plurality of 
pressure sensing devices and the plurality of remote 
monitoring devices for controlling the operation of the 
pipeline network based upon signals received from the 
plurality of remote monitoring devices, wherein the con 
trol unit determines (i) whether or not variations in the 
sensed pressure waves are present, and (ii) whether or 
not the variation exceeds an accepted Standard devia 
tion, wherein the accepted Standard deviation is calcu 
lated on a rolling basis, 

wherein the control unit detects the presence of possible 
destabilizing events in the pipeline network in response 
to the sensed pressure waves based upon determining 
whether or not detected variations in the sensed pressure 
waves exceeds an accepted Standard deviation, 

wherein the control unit determines the certainty of the pos 
sible destabilizing event. 

28. The pipeline network according to claim 27, wherein 
the control unit determines the location of a destabilizing 
event in the pipeline network based upon the location of the 
pressure sensing devices that sensed a pressure wave. 

29. The pipeline network according to claim 27, wherein 
the control unit identifies remedial measures to isolate or 
correct the possible destabilizing event in response to the 
determination that a possible destabilizing event exists. 
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30. The pipeline network according to claim 27, wherein 
the control unit performs at least one of reporting the remedial 
measures to an operator of the pipeline network and automati 
cally executing the remedial measures. 

31. The pipeline network according to claim 27, wherein 
the control unit comprising: 

a plurality of remote control units, wherein each of the 
plurality of remote control units being operatively con 
nected to one of the plurality of remote monitoring 
devices, wherein each remote control unit detects the 
presence of possible destabilizing events sensed by the 
corresponding remote monitoring devices by determin 
ing whether or not variations in the sensed pressure 
waves are present and whether or not the variation 
exceeds an accepted Standard deviation, wherein the 
remote control unit corroborates the presence of the 
destabilizing event based upon at least one of (i) one or 
more sensed pipeline network operating conditions and 
(ii) at least one independent process variable. 

32. The pipeline network according to claim 27, wherein 
the control unit further comprising: 

a master control unit operatively connected to each of the 
plurality of remote control units, wherein the master 
control unit further corroborates the presence of the 
destabilizing event from each of the remote control units 
based upon at least one of (i) one or more sensed pipeline 
network operating conditions and (ii) at least one inde 
pendent process variable. 

k k k k k 


